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SEMH strategies and
interventions – 10 top tips
Louise Conway Byron and Lindsey Hull
(SEMH Advisory teachers at South Somerset Partnership School)

Step 1 - Assess the needs of the child/young person
– 3 key tools
 Strengths and Difficulties Questionnaire
 Boxall profile
 Thrive

What is the Strengths and Difficulties
Questionnaire (SDQ)?
Understanding the emotional and behavioural
needs of looked after children is important so
that the relevant support can be put in place and
children are given the opportunity to achieve
their full potential.
The SDQ is a brief behavioural screening
questionnaire. All versions of the SDQ ask about
25 attributes, some positive and others negative.
These 25 items are divided between 5 scales:
An excel version is now attached to the EHA

5 Scales

1. emotional symptoms
2. conduct problems
3. hyperactivity/inattention
4. peer relationship
problems
5. pro-social behaviour
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Why should carers complete an SDQ
questionnaire?
• LOOKED AFTER CHILDREN HAVE A HIGHER
PREVALENCE OF EMOTIONAL AND BEHAVIOURAL
It is important to
routinely assess
ISSUES ARISING FROM NEGLECT AND ABUSE
the emotional
wellbeing of LAC.
Based on national • LOOKED AFTER CHILDREN ARE MORE LIKELY TO
DEVELOP MENTAL HEALTH PROBLEMS AND
research, here are
some of the
REQUIRE PROVISION FROM CAMHS
reasons why it is
important:
• LOOKED AFTER CHILDREN OFTEN EXPERIENCE
ATTACHMENT DIFFICULTIES AND REQUIRE
THERAPEUTIC SUPPORT.

Boxall Profiling - Why and Who?
Rationale – Majorie Boxall
Target audience
The Boxall Profile is an assessment tool for any adult working with children from early years
through to the end of secondary education. It provides a framework for systematic assessment
of those who may be struggling with a range of social, emotional and behavioural issues.
• The Boxall Profile is a two-part assessment tool designed to track the progress of cognitive
development and behavioural traits of children and young people through their education.
• It suggests an order in which to address the identified developmental needs and behaviours.
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Thrive – key principles
Thrive developmental strands
The thrive intervention aims to support
children to fill gaps in their emotional
development.

 Thrive is one way of supporting children
with attachment needs, and children
who have experienced trauma.

11 – 18 years
7 – 11 years
3 – 7 years
18 m – 3 years
6 – 18 months
0 – 6 months

 It also focuses on the role of creativity
and play in developing emotional
resilience.

Thrive online assessment tool

This then produces an overview with a graph to document progress,
scoring the three areas of each developmental strand – with an
overall score which can be used to assess progress or lack of progress
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Top ten tips for SEMH
Tip 1 - Build a relationship with the pupil – create a
small tight team around the child
• This is the most important factor when working with children with attachment and SEMH
needs
• Often students do not trust adults – you have to show that you are secure, reliable, fair, kind
and trustworthy
• Play and build attachments - ‘Playful activities can reduce stress , strengthen attachment, and
solve behaviour problems while bringing laughter and joy to you and the children.’’ (Solter,
2015, p3)
• Spend time with students and tell them they are safe – model the task and work alongside
the student
• Use the ‘keeping in mind’ strategy – visual images for the child to carry of caregivers,
transitional objects – being asked to keep hold of a pen or bringing an item from
home/school, safe touch, verbal reassurance ‘I haven’t forgotten you – you are in my mind – I
will be with you in a moment,’

Relationships
Children with attachment and trauma needs require repeated good experiences with a key
adult in order to outweigh the negative experiences they have had in the past. They need a
‘champion’ someone who will see the best in them.
Every relationship has the capacity to confirm or challenge what has gone on before
Bomber, 2007
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Games that support attachment building
•

Hide and seek

•

Paint each others faces with face paints/pretend with cotton wool buds or make up brushes

•

Hand massage

•

Memory games

•

Dancing!

•

Playground games like oranges and lemons

•

Playing catch

•

Swimming

•

Making an obstacle course

•

Treasure hunts

•

Running

•

Singing

•

Drumming

•

Tapping

•

Breathing – blowing bubbles, blowing the pom pom across the table

Tip 2 - Create a nurturing
environment
• Ensure you meet and greet each student – have a ritual
• All resources and activities set up and ready to go! Trays work really
well for this
• Remove any distracting items
• Visual timetable/now and next – provide structure and routine
• Sandwich difficult tasks between fun and motivating tasks
• Provide choices – but keep these limited
• Have a safe space for the pupil to use when needed
• Clear reinforcement systems – systems where points cannot be lost for
mistakes
• Countdown for when a task is due to finish
• Add structure to free time – lack of structure feels unsafe
• Display pupils’ work

Tip 3 - Incorporate a systems to share worries

• Silly Billy by Anthony Browne – make worry dolls
• Worry boxes for children to add to – make sure they are checked regularly
• Worry monster - The Huge Bag of Worries
• Talk about anxiety and how it feels in our bodies – the purpose of anxiety
• Keep a worry diary/journal/sketch book
• Positive self talk – ‘This is never going to end – This feeling will pass.’
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Worry monster activity
1.

You can use a text such as The Huge Bag of Worries (or age appropriate)

2.

Sit with the children and introduce your worry monster – they can name
him/her and take ownership

3.

Explain that he/she likes to eat worries!

4.

Share a worry of your own- what do they think you could do?

5.

Ask children if they have any worries that the monster can eat?

6.

The key point of this task is to support children in problem solving these
worries – so look at each one and talk about how we can solve it before
the monster eats it up!

7.

This sharing of worries, coupled with relaxation strategies and supporting
the building of emotional vocabulary will support in lessening a child’s
anxiety.

Tip 4 - Establish Kindness as a strong concept within
your classroom
• Reward small acts of kindness
• The Kindness Tree – when you spot children being kind – write this
on to a post it and add it to the kindness tree with a date.
• When the child moves class, or at regular intervals – add these post
its to a kindness certificate (and laminate) so that they can keep
these memories.
• The Kindness UK website pack

Tip 5

Use Dan Hughes PLACE approach throughout your
classroom – it aims to limit shame and promotes
compassion, support, strength and resilience.
Playful – open, calm and engaged
attitude – relationship building
Loving – letting the child know that they
are special and what their strengths and
skills are
Accepting - unconditional positive
regard and acceptance to support
feelings of safety/security
Curious – children become aware of
their inner life – adult seeking to
understand the child without judgement
Empathetic – compassion for the child
and their feelings- together we will get
through it.
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Ensure positive endings and transitions
1. Create a special learning journal containing successful moments
with key adult.
2. A special letter arrives offering the pupil a place.
3. Take pictures of the new setting to share/view the website.
4. Adult from new setting attends to join an activity in current
setting.
5. Visit the new setting – support the child during the first few
sessions.
6. Have a celebration week to mark the occasion of leaving –
present a transitional object and certificates. Include the
special journal with a letter inside, and a contact address.
7. Finally, return for a ‘check in’ after a few weeks/half term and
praise the progress.

Tip 6 – Help to build self-esteem and
resilience
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Find what makes them special
Give them a role in class
Use praise often – but be specific as it can be overwhelming
Make a ‘success book’ keep a record of good work/positive comments and
photos of success
Change my narrative
Give me low stakes tasks where success is guaranteed – let me feel success
Help me to push myself – stay with me when I make mistakes and show me
that it is OK and that I can overcome these - Face fear – but with support from
the trusted adult
Give me a signal to show you that I need help
Exercise can be a safe way to explore and build resilience.
Build their problem solving toolbox.
Nurture optimism and a growth mind-set, and teach how to re-frame
situations

Tip 7 - Use picture books as a route in to difficult or
troubling situations and behaviours.
• There are many choices for many topics
• Film clips can also serve the same purpose
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Tip 8 - Be prepared to change tact – this is not a
failure…just resourceful!
• This may mean a change of face
• This may mean a change of environment – going outside to complete a
task instantly changes the dynamic
• This may mean changing the activity – make it more practical/record it in a
different way
• Choose your battles!

Tip 9 - Teach me how to express my feelings
• Teach me the words to name my feelings – feelings fans, ELSA,
PSHE, SEAL, feelings dice
• Create a way for me to ‘check in’ with you and share my
feelings in abstract ways - feelings thermometer, blob trees
• Support children with social skills development in a safe space
– turn taking, sharing
• Understand all behaviour is communication – what is the
student trying to tell you?
• Help to ground children – make a link between understanding
physical feelings and link it to emotional feelings
• Use the ‘wondering aloud’ strategy – ‘I wonder if you are
feeling anxious about the different adult in the class today and
that’s why you don’t want to sit in your space?’ or ‘I can see
you have lots of energy right now, let’s take a brain break.’
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Tip 10 - Help children to relax
• Yoga
• Mindfulness/mindful colouring
• Breathing exercises – blowing bubbles, blowing pom poms across the
table, blowing feathers
• Therapeutic activities – play, art, drama, stories
• Physical activity – running, dancing, gymnastics/play equipment
• Carefully chosen technology – pottery app
• Music
• Massage
• Sensory activities
• Outdoor learning

Bunny Breathing – Go Noodle

Interventions
• Thrive

•
•
•
Nurture groups network
•
Circle of friends
•
Winston’s Wish •
https://www.winstonswi •
sh.org/supportingyou/support-for-schools/
Emotion coaching

• ELSA
•
•
•

•

Theraplay
Play therapy
CAMHS
Barnardos
Draw and talk
Therapy dog
Alternative provision – equus,
REACH, Core Creative
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Resources and reading- please have a browse
• SEAL – emotion cards

Attachment in the classroom – Dr Heather Geddes

• Growth Mindset resources

Inside I’m hurting – Louise Bomber

• Beacon house – website and resources –

What About Me? – Louise Bomber

• https://beaconhouse.org.uk/resources/
• Anxiety Gremlin

Teenagers & Attachment – (Ed) Andrea Perry

• Mindfulness – Meddy Teddy, Tina Rae

Born For Love – Maia Szalavitz & Dr Bruce Perry

• Picture books

Observing Children with Attachment Difficulties in
Preschool Settings - Sian Templeton and Eleanor Durrant
Kim S. Golding, Jane Fain, Ann Frost

• Margot Sunderland

End of session reflection
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